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Teaming Up To Reach The Unreached 
Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves.  
A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.    (Eccl. 4:12 NIV) 

Dear Friends of Galcom:    September 2014 

It’s simple physics- a multi-strand rope or cable has many times the tensile 
strength of a single filament.  Similarly, individuals and organizations can 
accomplish more by forming key partnerships. Galcom’s founding trio 
embodied this principle from the very beginning. 

One of our most satisfying and long-lasting partnerships is that between 
Galcom, Voice Of Hope radio and the missionary pilots of Mercy Wings 
International.  Together, with each fulfilling separate, complimentary niche 
roles, we’re reaching remote indigenous tribes in Mexico’s Sierra Madre 
Occidental mountains with the Good News of Jesus Christ. 

Our partnership with Voice Of Hope took shape very early on as the first 
40,000 Galcom fix-tuned radios were locked onto High Adventure 
Broadcasting’s Voice Of Hope signal in southern Lebanon.  This team 
effort resulted when the Lord knit together the hearts of Galcom founder 
Harold Kent, High Adventure founder George Otis, and others. 

George also founded shortwave radio KVOH in Los Angeles to reach the 
Spanish-speaking world, so cooperation for northern Mexico was a natural 
fit.  KVOH first supplies evangelical short-wave radio signal. Next, Galcom 
contributes durable, solar-powered radio handset receivers fix-tuned to 
that signal, and finally, courageous missionary pilots like Jerry Wiley 
airdrop our radios by parachute in otherwise inaccessible remote canyons.  

This year, the airdrops have resumed after being suspended due to the 
Mexican drug wars, and KVOH/Voice Of Hope gained passionate, capable 
leadership when George Otis’ son-in-law, Rev. John Tayloe, his wife 
Heather and their Strategic Communications Group assumed ownership.  



John recently expressed deep appreciation for the historic partnership with 
Galcom and his desire for even closer cooperation in the future.  Thanks to 
his leadership, KVOH will soon expand its wide signal footprint with a more 
powerful transmitter.  Testimonies like this should then be even more 
common: 

“I’m very thankful for the message you broadcast which I’ve taken to heart. 
I can’t hold back the tears sometimes as I cry to the Lord for His strength.  
The messages from the Scriptures bring this hope to all.” Maria C., 
Zacatecas, Mexico 

This week we also received an update from Jerry Wiley of Mercy Wings: 

“Weʼve been able to drop some 500 radios in the past several months 
among the Cora, Houichol, and Tepeyan indians. Itʼs dangerous flying, but 
we are determined to reach them at any cost!  We need your prayers for 
safety and for fuel to continue dropping to those who have never heard…. 

We really appreciate Galcom's supplying radios and parachutes, and we 
want to say a big thank you to KVOH for the Voice Of Hope in Spanish that 
goes out to the uttermost parts of the earth!  God Bless all you do for the 
Kingdom.” 

With the resumption of radio airdrops by Mercy Wings, the inspired new 
leadership at VOH, and Galcom now fielding a new generation of more 
capable ImpaX receivers, could it be that the Lord is re-weaving the three-
fold cord of our partnership for an even greater harvest to come? 

Thank you Galcom supporters for your prayers and gifts which help 
make this strategic partnering outreach to northern Mexicoʼs remote 
tribes possible.  
To donate online go to www.galcomusa.com/Donatenow.htm and
follow the prompts.
For the unreached, 

Tom Blackstone 
Exec. Director 

Galcom is accorded the highest 5-star rating for transparency and efficiency by Ministry Watch. 
Your gifts are tax-deductible to the maximum extent allowed by law. 



 
 

 

Galcomʼs partnership w/VOH started when God 
knit the hearts of Harold Kent and George Otis 

Voice Of Hope is now being superbly led by Rev. 
John Tayloe, George & Virginia Otisʼ son-in-law 

The current extensive coverage area of KVOH 
will soon grow via a more powerful transmitter 

Pilots Alex Fedorenko, Jerry Witt & Jerry Wiley 
pioneered the radio airdrop concept circa 1995 

Extremely rugged and otherwise inaccessible 
locations necessitate using expensive airdrops  

Galcom solar radios fix-tuned to KVOH will make 
a very profound difference in lives just like these 

 

  

  


